Using verbs
Grade 3 Verbs Worksheet

Circle the verbs.

replaced  twirled  balloons  study  found
assembled  wired  laughs  candy  shook
involve  order  highlights  dictionary  dances
pitched  planted  pillow  spread  upgraded

Complete the sentences using the verbs from above.

1. My uncle ________ at all of my silly jokes.
2. The class ________ in the gym for a presentation.
3. It took a long time, but I ________ the hidden treasure.
4. Our teacher ________ the best parts of the book.
5. Nate ________ a curve ball, and we won the game.
6. Katie ________ very well to rock music.
7. My mom ________ my computer for me.
8. She was so excited that she ____ around in circles.
9. I always ________ cream cheese on my bagels.
10. Dan _____ with excitement when he got a new cellphone.
11. The school ________ a beautiful flower garden.
12. If I want to do well on the test, I _____ hard.
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Complete the sentences using the verbs from above.

1. My uncle laughs at all of my silly jokes.
2. The class assembled in the gym for a presentation.
3. It took a long time, but I found the hidden treasure.
4. Our teacher highlights the best parts of the book.
5. Nate pitched a curve ball, and we won the game.
6. Katie dances very well to rock music.
7. My mom wired my computer for me.
8. She was so excited that she twirled around in circles.
9. I always spread cream cheese on my bagels.
10. Dan shook with excitement when he got a new cellphone.
11. The school planted a beautiful flower garden.
12. If I want to do well on the test, I study hard.